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Psicobag is a waterproof, accessible, chalk
dispersal system for the deep water solo climber.
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Overview
How it Works

Psicobag uses a system of valves to spray
chalk powder onto the hand when pumped,
then seals instantly upon water submersion
so the chalk remains dry and ready for
the next ascent of the rock face.
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Reach
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Pump
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Spray
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Overview
Overall Function

1

Bag is pumped with hand

2

3

4
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Valves seal instantly making bag impermeable to water

Air and chalk powder is forced out

Air vents in to reinflate and prime bag for reuse

5

Process then repeated
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Market Analysis
Outdoor Recreation Overview

“The outdoor recreation
economy grew approximately
5 percent annually between
2005 and 2011 – this during an
economic recession when
many sectors contracted.”

$120.7 Billion
is spent in outdoor recreation product sales alone

Rock climbing will be featured as a sport in the

In a report by the Outdoor Industry Association it found that on
average $646 billion was spent in outdoor recreational
activities annually. In fact, outdoor recreational activity is third
only to outpatient health care ($767 billion) and financial
services & insurance ($780 billion). According to IBIWorld
indoor climbing walls had an annual growth 3.6% between
2011 and 2016 with a total revenue of $381 million dollars. And
this is in the U.S. alone. In an article by Management Today
quotes the British Mountaineering Council that rock
climbing shoe sales have gone up between 2005 and 2011 by
two thirds. Even Adidas bought the climbing shoe brand Five
Ten to gain traction in the growing industry.
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2020 Olympics
https://www.asla.org/uploadedFiles/CMS/Government_Affairs/Federal_Government_Affairs/OIA_
OutdoorRecEconomyReport2012.pdf
https://www.ibisworld.com/industry/indoor-climbing-walls.html
http://www.outdoorfoundation.org/pdf/ResearchParticipation2016.pdf
http://www.managementtoday.co.uk/peak-profits-business-rock-climbing/article/1340295
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Market Analysis
What is DWS?

Deep Water Soloing is climbing
over a body of water without
safety gear, utilizing the water
below as the landing.

Deep Water Soloing (DWS) is a sub-sport of the rock climbing
sport. Essentially, it is climbing without protective gear over a
body of water. It is a combination of free soloing and traditional
climbing. The reason it is a combination is due to the ability
to climb without gear (free soloing) and yet climb to greater
heights without the risk of injury (traditional climbing). These
certain aspects are enable due to the watery landing below
during DWS. Originating in Mallorca, Spain, DWS, also known
as Psicobloc (psycho-bouldering) has begun to grow.
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Market Analysis
What Climbers Say

“

“Climbing without ropes is such an amazing
feeling, but if you fall you die, so you have to
climb below your limit. The beauty of this is that
you can have that same freedom, and try things
that are at your limit. The freedom you have with
no ropes and at your limit – it’s such a pure form
of climbing.”
- Chris Sharma, DWS Legend

“

”

This is it. This will be my life. I’ll just do this.
Cause it just felt so natural, to treat the water as
something friendly. Not something horrible, but
something that is there to help you.

20

- Mike Robertson, DWS Explorer

”
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Market Analysis
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Growth of DWS

The first permanent deep water
soloing climbing wall was opened
in North Carolina in 2017.
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This growth can be attributed to a variety of factors, such as
the growth in climbing in general as a sport. Also, it has become more commercialized through rock climbing celebrity
promotion as well as organized events such as PsicoComp,
PsicoRoc, and other smaller events. In fact, a permanent Deep
Water Soloing installation was just erected in North Carolina
(March 2017). And those are just in the United States.
Worldwide DWS has taken even stronger root with some of the
best climbing being found internationally comparative to the
U.S. Locations such as Spain, Thailand, Panama, Great Britain,
and anywhere else the geography lends itself to the sport.
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Market Analysis
Gear Usage

Chalk

3

things
needed
to DWS

All sports require some equipment or gear component. Rock
climbing, and even more specifically DWS uses gear. Even
though it is considered one of the purest forms of rock climbing due to the lack of gear needed, the need is not completely
negated. There are three pieces that every climber needs to
successfully participate in deep water soloing.

Chalk Bag

Climbing Shoes
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Market Analysis
Gear Usage

Chalk

No gear specifically designed for
DWS exists in the market. All gear
has been adapted for use.
Chalk Bag

Despite the growing nature of the sport, no specific gear has
been tailored to the needs of the DWS climber. All gear that is
used has been adapted and brought over from other forms of
rock climbing. With the little gear needed for DWS, shouldn’t it
be designed appropriately for the sport?

Climbing Shoes
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Market Analysis
Interviews

“

”

I was sponsored and given six
chalk bags for one day of climbing.

Zoe Steinberg
Competed in PsicoRoc West Virginia,the first
natural rock DWS competition in the United States.

All climbers agreed that the most
loathsome aspect of DWS was
dealing with a wet chalk bag.

In order to better understand the sport as well as problems
surrounding participating and gear. It was from these interviews
that I found the chalk bag and chalk was the most loathsome
aspect of DWS. The climbing shoes were fairly unaffected in
comparison to the chalk bag, thus, the chalk bag was the area
in need of innovation.

“

Getting to the rock face with a
dry chalk bag is just as much
of a problem as after falling.

Josh Levin
Competed in PsicoComp 2016. Also having
experience deep water soloing in Thailand.

“

”

...the chalk bags would take over 2
days to fully dry out for use again!

Jesse Grupper
Competed in PsicoRoc West Virginia, the first
natural rock DWS competition in the United States.
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Market Analysis
Chalk Bag Market

$50.00

In analysis of the market, no chalk
bags met the specific needs of
the deep water solo climber.

The chalk bag market is vast. Chalk bags come in different
colors, shapes, sizes, features, and other separating factors.
However, none of the are water proof. All chalk bags, when
coming into contact with water, soak up the liquid and render
themselves useless. This is where I saw my opportunity.

$5.00
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Water Permeable
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Market Analysis
Scenario

Dry or Wet Start

The most important fact is that
climbers often started in the
water before climbing.

From these conversations I found that a climber confronts one
of three starting scenarios when deep water soloing. Depending on the venue, they may need to begin their climb from dry
land, boat, or by swimming to the rock face. Each climb, however, ends with a jump into the water. Whether it is a fall from
the rock face or a jump off the cliff after completing the climb.

32

Fall

Climb
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Market Analysis
Chalk + Chalk Bag Testing

When wet, chalk turns into a
gooey, unusable paste and the
bag takes 2+ days to dry.

Wet Chalk

Dry Chalk

Testing chalk bag when submerged

The climbers said that chalk became unusable and the chalk
bags took 2 days to dry. I decided to test this claim on my own
to affirm what was said. Indeed, chalk became unusable and
the chalk bag took over 2 days to dry.
Chalk bag drying time lapse
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Day 1

Day 1.5

Day 2

Day 2.5
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Benchmarking
What does it need to do?

The solution needed to meet
three criteria. It had to be waterproof, accessible, and efficient.

After all the research (market analysis, interviews, preliminary
testing, etc) I had found that the solution needed to meet three
criteria; Waterproof. It needed to be able to be submersed for
short periods of time. Accessible. The climber needed to be
able to get the chalk easily and with one hand. Efficient. The
solution must get the appropriate amount of chalk onto the
most needed parts of the hand. This was my brief, my criteria
to judge all concepts by for the remainder of the process.
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Prototyping & Testing
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Prototyping & Testing
Ideation

“Fail early, fail fast, so that the
solution can be found sooner”
could be the anthem of my
design process.

My design process was founded upon the notion of testing
every idea as quickly as possible. This would lead to a lot of
failures, but each failure was only a stepping stone towards the
solution.
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Prototyping & Testing
Clamping
I started by creating a frame that I could clamp materials and
concepts between to test the water sealing capabilities as well
as the accessibility to chalk in the metaphorical bag below. The
first concepts I had involved trying to seal the opening of a
normal chalk bag. Seal it in a way that the water would be kept
out but the hand could easily insert itself into the bag.
Insight: ability to test openings quickly and efficiently.
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Raw Wool Felt
Looking at raw wool felt as a possible material given its
pliability and natural water wicking/proof properties I did initial
tests to find out its waterproofness. After around
6 minutes the water leaked slightly through.

Insight: felt is pliable and semi water repellent, but leaks after time.
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Prototyping & Testing
Silicone Pads
Using silicone pads I tested and idea of spines being able to
keep water out, much like that of a whale brill. However, upon
testing I found that the tolerance between each spindle would
have to be extremely precise.

Insight: excellent material properties, water leeches through.
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Silicone Interior
Testing the materiality of the silicone to replicate the interior
fleece lining of a normal chalk bag. The idea was to completely
mimic a normal chalk bag, but with waterproof materials.

Insight: would act as a good waterproof replacement for fleece lining
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Prototyping & Testing
C Gear Mat
Looking at a specialized textile that allowed sand to pass
through in one direction, I tested to see if chalk and water
would have similar reactions. Chalk indeed did pass through
but water did as well. The gaps between the fiber are too large
and allow the water molecules to pass unhindered.
Insight: chalk sifts through one way, water goes through both
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Reticular Foam
In finding material to replace water permeable materials currently used in chalk bags I found reticular foam. This would replace the fleece lining already found in chalk bags. Its extremely
open celled thus the chalk could stick well but it could also be
cleaned out easily.
Insight: worked well but added step to climbers post climb routine
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Prototyping & Testing
Rubber Strips
Using rubber strips the concept was to create a layered seal
that would allow the hand to easily pass through but then keep
water out. This worked well in letting the hand pass through
however, water also passed through easily. Moving on I thought
the material might be integral to finding the solution.
Insight: easy for hand and water to get through, not taunt enough.
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EPDM Foam
Layering EPDM foam I was able to create a very tight waterproof seal. This worked fantastically in keeping the water out,
however, failed in allowing the hand to punch through. This
concept led me to using layers of materials to create a compression seal, using solely the materiality.
Insight: keeps water out, layering hard to get hand through, too tight
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Prototyping & Testing
Compression Seal
Using layers of foam to create a compression seal. The concept
was to use the success of the EDPM foam, but using a less
dense foam covered in a textile. This would allow for the hand
to pass easily through but the foam would return to its natural
shape thus, sealing up and keeping water out. This concept
worked to some extent. The water would slowly seep through.
Insight: promising, hand easily in/out, water passes through barely.
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Felt Flap Seal
The concept was to use a natural material to create layered
flap. This would allow the hand to pass easily through, the flap
to spring back to the seal position, thus stopping water from
entering the bag. However, the felt was soft to touch, but water
soaked through rather quickly when poured.
Insight: easy to put hand through, water soaked through
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Prototyping & Testing
EPDM Flap Seal
Using EPDM foam I continued the flap seal concept with this
new material. This in fact worked very well but upon repeated
tests those working facets soon disappeared. Foam began to
show signs of wear. Spring back into the sealed position also
weaned after use.
Insight: Foam worked well, started to show signs of wear
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EPDM Foam Patterned Flap Seal
Similar to the previous concept, this one consisted of patterning the flaps in order to produce a better spring back and seal.
However, the increase in cuts only provided more pathways for
the water to leak through and the seal to break.

Insight: more cut lines means more water leaks
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Prototyping & Testing
Neoprene Rubber Slit
Using a sheet a Neoprene rubber I cut a slit into it. The concept
was that the rubber was definitely water proof and would have
more structural rigidity comparatively to the other materials.
This proved to be wrong. It was difficult for the hand to pass in
and out and the water found its way through as well.
Insight: difficult for hand to pass through, water poured through too
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Bungee Cord
The concept was to use the spring of the bungee cord to create a tight yet flexible opening for the hand. The ridge created
by the cord wrapped in a textile would keep the water out. This
idea totally failed to work. The bungee cords stayed open and
didn’t spring back.
Insight: Bungee did not spring back. Hard to open with hand
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Prototyping & Testing
Magnetic Flap Seal
Using two magnets with pieces of foam, wrapped in a textile,
sandwiched between them. This allowed for the magnets to
separate easily and the foam had enough leverage for it to
spring back and the magnets to reengage. This concept work
very well. Satisfying feel for the hand and water was repelled.
Insight: Most promising concept, however still a bag
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Onion Bag
The concept was to use layers of textile to act like an onion.
The climber would peel each layer away allowing access to the
chalk inside. Then when under water only the outermost layer
would be saturated. This concept worked in theory, but in application was hard to open with a single hand.
Insight: working well, except single hand accessibility lacking
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Prototyping & Testing
Roll On
Concept was to use a rolling ball and tube filled with chalk to
roll the chalk onto the hand. This proved to work almost too
well as the chalk dumped out. Also, because of the chunky
consistency of chalk, these chunks wedged themselves between the ball and the side walls, rendering it no longer waterproof.
Insight: worked very well, but chunks wedged between ball and wall
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Double Seal Roll On
Similar to the other roll on concepts, this one however utilized
a double seal feature. The ball would fall, allowing the chalk to
be rolled on, then when submerged would float up and seal off
the remainder of the vessel. This proved to work only partially.
However, it wasted too much chalk and would not seal tight
enough.
Insight: could not seal tight enough, double valve interesting
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Prototyping & Testing
Stretch Chalk Release
Roll On 2.0
Looking to use different materials for the roll on concept both
to make it more water proof but also so the chalk would roll
through more easily. The first part proved to be very effective,
however, once again the chalk dumped out and the chunks of
chalk wedged themselves between the ball and sidewall.
Insight: More waterproof, but chunks still a problem
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The idea was similar to the C Gear concept. However, using the
stretch of a textile instead. The idea is that when stretched the
gaps between fibers would open up allowing the chalk to pass
through. Then the fabric would return to its normal state closing
the gaps, keeping the water out. This was interesting concept
however, the engineering behind it was too much for the time
left. Also, water molecules are small than chalk particles.
Insight: In theory works great, practically an engineering wonder
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Prototyping & Testing
Mechanical Dispense
Looking into less material seals and other methods, I created
a mechanical solution to dispense chalk. This worked in many
ways however, the target demographic would not use a highly
mechanical tool to dispense the chalk. Also, the presence of
chalk and water had some issues with the moving parts of the
mechanism.
Insight: Presence of water in chalk powder dispenser complicates it
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Air Bladder
Having limited success with the other concepts I moved into
the direction of trying to layer the materials in a different
fashion. Looking to using an air bladder as a sealing solution.
Using a bag and a soldering iron I created an air bladder in a
specific pattern. However, this solution failed to keep the water
out.
Insight: hard to prototype, easily punctured, water gets through.
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Prototyping & Testing
Disposable Pouches
Looking at a disposable option, the idea that using a disposable pouch that housed chalk inside would be viable. Each
pack would be individually sealed so the climber would rip
open one each ascent. This would work however, the target
demographic is not keen on disposable options.
Insight: target market would not use disposable product
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PVA Packets
This concept was to use PVA (Poly Vinyl Alcohol) packets with
chalk inside them. PVA is used in many laundry products, such
as Tide Pods. PVA dissolves in water after a set period of time.
The concept was the climber would pop the bubble. This bubble would then dissolve in water after being disposed of. Would
work well but wouldn’t fit target demographics ethics.
Insight: PVA works well. Disposable option opposite demographic ethic
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Prototyping & Testing
Dry Bag
This is the process on how to use a dry bag for DWS. I found
that it would work well on the initial climb, but after falling all
chalk would get wet. It was also hard to open with one hand.

Insight: Common waterproofing method. Weird to open.
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Dry Bag 2.0
One of the problems with the dry bag was that it was hard to
open, this concept solved for that problem. By putting the roll in
the middle of the bag it allowed for the bag to unroll itself when
unattached. However, it still fell short in keeping the chalk dry
throughout all the scenarios of DWS.
Insight: Roll in the middle solved for accessibility issue
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Prototyping & Testing
Tennis Ball Cut
Using a cross cut tennis ball I was able to create a solution that
kept water out and made an easy way to dispense the chalk.
With the simple squeeze the chalk came out. Upon release
the tennis ball came back and sealed itself back up. This was
the most promising concept by far meeting all three criteria to
some extent.
Insight: Most promising concept, further development needed
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Tennis Ball 2.0
I tested the tennis ball concept from before by pinning a strap
to it. This allowed me to get a feel for using it behind the
back. This was working very well. The tennis ball was a hard
to squeeze, but this could be solved with the correct design. I
moved forward with this concept.
Insight: Working very well! Hard to squeeze though
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Prototyping & Testing
Tennis Ball Bag
Squeezable
Using a dog toy to create an easy squeeze variation of the
concept. The rubber would keep the water out better than the
tennis ball and be easier to squeeze. However, this proved to
seal just as much as the tennis ball. The natural spring back of
the material is not strong enough to seal water out.
Insight: the natural spring back of material is not enough to keep water out
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Furthering the tennis ball, squeeze-able concept I cut a tennis
ball in half and attached it to a textile bag. This would allow the
chalk to be dispensed and the bag to hold a greater amount of
chalk. It could be used in multiple fashions as well. It would use
a roll top style top for the bag. After pitching the concept to my
network they said that squeezing the ball would be too taxing
during a climb. This feedback was vital.
Insight: Squeezing ball is to taxing to do during a climb
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Prototyping & Testing
Ketchup Bottle
While on spring break I tested another idea, using a ketchup
bottle to spray the chalk out. At home I only had lime on hand
so I used that. The result were phenomenal. With minimal
pressure the lime shot out of the bottle. The valve used also
kept water out on a surface level. However, the water that got
through created a concrete mixture with the lime. More development was needed.
Insight: Lime sprayed out well, water made concrete compound at seal
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Ketchup Bottle 2.0
Continuing the ketchup bottle concept at school I tested it with
chalk. I found that the chalk had a harder time spraying from
the bottle. Multiple pumps were needed. However, this was the
closest to fulfilling all three criteria, waterproof, accessible, and
efficient.
Insight: Chalk sprays out poorly, multiple pumps needed for enough
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Prototyping & Testing
Ketchup Bottle 3.0
Furthering the ketchup bottle concept I tested the ability of the
cross slit valve to keep water out. It did this well in all orientations. A minor amount of water seeped through and mixed with
the chalk, but this created a seal in and of itself. This could be
blown out but with reduced efficiency after doing so. A different
variation of valve was needed.
Insight: Water test was fairly successful, more design needed
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Cross Slit Valve Variation
Using a different type of cross slit valve to test its effectiveness
I found mixed results. While the slit was bigger thus allowing
more chalk to pass through, so did more water pass through.
After this I tested a double layer valve with one inverted. This
proved to be more successful but lots still not quite there yet.
Insight: Double valve proved more successful in all criteria
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Prototyping & Testing
Eureka!

Using a double layer of cross slit
valves provided a burst of chalk
that covered the hand!

Working off of the previous insights I had from all the
concepts before I created a double layer system with two cross
slit valves. When testing this I found that the chalk sprayed
out in outstanding results. Not only was it easy to get the right
amount of chalk on the hand, but the system sealed up again
due to the valves inherent design. This was it!
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Prototyping & Testing
Double Layer Valve 2.0
Testing the ability of the double layer valves to keep water out
I found something very interesting; the double layer of valves
acted a water containment chamber. The water would leak
slightly through the first valve and only make it through that
chamber thus stopping it completely from entering the main
body of the bottle. This kept all remaining chalk dry.
Insight: Water was unable to pass through both valves
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“

I have not failed 1,000 times. I have not failed
once. I have succeeded in proving that those
1,000 ways will not work. When I have
eliminated the ways that will not work, I
will find the way that will work.
-Thomas Edison

”
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Design Development
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Design Development
Valve Refinement
Refining the valves and how they would work I came across
duckbill valves. These are used in a broad range of applications, from medical to boats. I tested a duckbill valve and the
chalk and it turned out to work better than the cross slit on all
levels, from chalk flow control to keeping water out.
Insight: Duckbill valve works better. Air intake needed.
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PTFE Air Intake
Knowing I had to allow air back into the chamber to prime the
system for the next pump I was faced with another problem,
how to keep water out there. I tested a PTFE fabric that would
keep water out but allow in. It did just this, however the flow of
air in was not enough. Also, under submersion the PTFE coating began to fail and the water leaked through.
Insight: PTFE allows too little air in, water leaks through very slowly
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Design Development
One Way Air Valve
Trying to find a solution to my reinflation problem I acquired one
way air valves from a company. I tested this in my system and
it worked almost too well. The water was unable to get through
the valve but the air was almost hindered too much as well. I
took this as steps where an engineer would create a specific
part for my bag. I then moved on in the development process.
Insight: One way air valve a success. Specific engineered part necessary
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Umbrella Valve
Testing a different type of dispensing valve to have a more
seamless design I tested out an umbrella valve. These valves
are used in a plethora of applications as well. Upon testing it
worked great, spraying the chalk in all directions coating the
hand further as well as sealing to keep water out.
Insight: Chalk sprayed out more efficiently and water kept out entirely
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Design Development
Sketch/Thinking Paper

Sketching was a means of
organizing and examining the
problems and solutions to
each variable encountered
in the design process.

Taking in all of the information I had acquired over the course
of the design process, from reasearch to prototyping I began to
sketch out the final form of the model. I had to take in
considerations a variety of variables such as: How the chalk
would be placed into the container? How would the hand
interact with the object? How would these parts be
manufactured? How are the valves seated in the parts? These
things and more were thought out via sketching, or what I like
to call, thinking paper. A place where I can put my thoughts and
get a clearer understanding of my problems and solutions.
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Design Development
Working Model

A works like model was needed
to test the concept at its fullest
extent and get user validation for
the concept.

In order to test my concept to the fullest extent I created a
working model using the materials and valves I had on hand.
This model was built to prove the concept as well as get initial feedback from the climbers I was going to test it with. The
results of this testing is seen on the next pages. I used a PU
coated textile, glued between two 3D printed rigid parts. The
valve at the bottom was used to spray the chalk and the valve
in the lid ensured that air/chalk would only flow in one direction.
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Design Development
Form Development

Form developments were tested
with a variety of participants to
find the best merger of
ergonomics and function.

With the outstanding results and feedback from the works
like model I blazed headlong into the development of the final
design. Given the time that all this came together decisions
on different development aspects were done rapidly, not without intention or thought, but rapidly. In order to get the correct
dimensions and ergonomic factors I created blue foam models.
These were tested with a variety of participants with different
body sizes.
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Design Development
Form Development

More refined versions of form
were made and tested using
both previous feedback as well
as digital generated templates.

Round two of form development consisted of making the blue
foam models using both input and feedback from the last round
as well as digital guides and templates from CAD drawings being generated at the time. These were tested on more people
to ensure the widest variety of body sizes were accounted for.
This research led to the final looks like scale model.
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Design Development
Form Development

The final scale model was
made to finalize ergonomic
and form factors.

The final scale model was created using foam core and paper to
bring about the closest to possible scale and form in a quick
manner. This was again tested by multiple users. With positive
feedback coming the users on the size and scale of the model I
went into creating a works like/looks like model for further testing.
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Design Development
Works/Looks Like Model
In order to test my idea even further I created a works/looks like
model to be rigorously tested. Using a 3D printer I created the
upper and lower parts with hard plastic. The middle green part
was made using a flexible filament. This would allow a near
perfect works and looks like model to the correct size and scale
with all functioning valves. I then tested this with climbers.
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Design Development
User Testing/Validation
I was able to test my concept with climbers at Philadelphia
Rock Gym (PRG) East Falls branch. I got overwhelming positive
feedback from climbers. Below are some of the quotes...

“...I was climbing outside and it rained so my bag
got wet and I had to climb without chalk the rest
of the day. I could have used this!”
“Whats your company called?”
“When can I buy one?”
“I love it, when can I have one?”
“Are you having people sign NDA’s
for this...”
“This is really amazing!”
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Product Specifications
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Product Specifications
Orthographics
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Product Specifications
Inverted Umbrella Valve

Air
Water
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Product Specifications
Duckbill Valve

Air
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Product Specifications
Umbrella Valve

Air
Water
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Product Specifications
Production Process

Upper and lower
injection molded
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Insert over-molded

Main body complete

Lid and latches
injection molded

Valves Molded

Valves assembled into
corresponding parts

All parts assembled

Belt looped through
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Product Specifications
Exploded View

VMQ Silicone Rubber

Polypropylene
VMQ Silicone Rubber
Polypropylene

40A TPE Silicone

Polypropylene

VMQ Silicone Rubber
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Product Specifications
Section View
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Product Specifications
Colorways
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DEC Capstone Outcomes
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DEC Capstone Outcomes

1. Integration & Skills

4. Professional Relevance

a. Strategy Identification
pg. 14 - 37

5. Global Context

Integrate the skills and knowledge acquired through the DEC Core curriculum to
propose solutions to real-world problems, through:

b. Formulation of value propositions
pg. 6 - 37
c. Identification and explanation of systems
pg. 12 - 13, pg. 110 - 125
d. Formulation of research questions
pg. 16 - 37

2. Synthesize Interdisciplinary Work

Synthesize interdisciplinary work (both collaboratively and independently)
through:

Evaluate the relevant professional, ethical and social responsibilities associated
with the capstone experience.
pg. 14 - 127
Explain the global context of the capstone experience.
pg. 16 - 23

6. Applications | Trends | Technologies

Interpret emerging applications/practices/trends/technologies as they apply to
the capstone experience.
pg. 1 - 131

7. Capstone Experience

Relate the capstone experience to relevant contemporary issues.
pg. 1 - 131

a. Proposal of solutions/hypotheses
pg. 6 - 13, pg. 86 - 127
b. Interdisciplinary collaboration
pg. 28 - 29

3. Communicate Findings

Communicate capstone experience findings effectively using multiple modes.
pg. 4 - 127
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